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Two couples. One night. An explosive
seduction that will change the course of a
newlywed couples lives! Carrie is the
experienced woman at work. Willing to
take the new hire under her wing. Only
new girl Melanie doesnt know that Carrie
is the experienced woman in more ways
than one, and she has her eye on Melanies
hot new husband! Melanie is fresh out of
college and newly married, but shes
finding that a ring on her finger doesnt get
rid of temptation. Like the crush shes
developed on Carries husband. A crush that
could never go anywhere, right? Or will
it? Because secrets are going to be
revealed, and Carrie and her husband are
going to open up the newlyweds world and
show them temptations theyd never
imagined. All they have to do is throw out
everything they thought they knew about
monogamy. All they have to do is allow
themselves to be seduced and swapped! A
sexy tale of wife watching, swinging, and
seduction from Lexi Archer, author of your
favorite stories about women who stray and
the men who love them for it!
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